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Directions (1-5): Each of the questions below, consist a question and three statements numbered I, 

II and III. You have to decide whether the data provided in the statements are sufficient to answer 

the question. Read the three statements and Give answer 

(a) If the data in statement I and II together are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in 

statement III are not required to answer the question. 

(b) If the data in statement I and III together are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in 

statement II are not required to answer the question. 

(c) If the data in statement II and III are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement 

I are not required to answer the question. 

(d) If the data in all three statements I, II and III together are necessary to answer the question. 

(e) If the data in all the statements, I, II and III even together are not sufficient to answer the question. 

 

Q1. Eight students A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a circle facing to the centre of the 

table. How many students are sitting between C and F? 

Statements:  

I. A is seated second to the right of H, who is seated third to the right of D. G is seated immediate left 

of F.  

II. C is seated third to the right of A and is not near to E. F is seated second to the right B. 

III. D is seated second to the left of E and is third to right of G. C is an immediate neighbor of H. 

 

Q2. What is the code for ‘INCREASE’ in a certain code language? 

Statements:  

I. In a certain code language „increase your business‟ is coded as „lap duh pud‟ and „mind your 

language‟ is coded as „hpu dap lap‟. 

II. In a certain code language „increase fast and win‟ is coded as „phl pud lph hap‟ and „go and move 

ahead‟ is coded as „hap pul pah lph‟ 

III. In a certain code language „move your legs‟ is coded as „pah lap plh‟ and „legs go on‟ is coded as 

„pal plh pul‟ 

 

Q3. Among eight friends A, B, C, D, P, Q, R and S, who is 

sitting between B and R? (it is given that all the friends are 

sitting around circular table facing outside the centre of the 

table). 

Statements:  

I. P is seated immediate right of D and third to the right of R, 

who is near to C. 

II. S is seated third to the left of D, who is not near to A. 

III. Q is seated third to the left of A, who is second to the right of 

B, who is not near to C. 
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Q4. Point X is in which direction with respect to J? 

Statements:  

I. Point S is to the west of point T, which is in south of point J. Point X is to the north of point S. 

II. Point J is to the east of point V, which is the south of point T. Point X is to the south of point W. 

III. Point T is to the west of point Y, which is to the north of point W. 

 

Q5. Who earns highest salary among six members in a family? (six members A, B, C, D, E and F are 

earning different salaries) 

Statements:  

I. A earns more than only C and D. F earns more than B. 

II. B earns less than E while D earns more than A and F. 

III. C earns more than E but less than D. F earns more than two persons. 

 

Directions (6-10): Each of the questions below consists of a question and three statements 

numbered I, II and III given below it. You have to decide the data provided in which of the 

statements are sufficient to answer the question, and choose your answer accordingly. 

 

Q6. How is Raju related to Manohar? 

I. Pramila is the mother-in-law of Rashmi, who is the wife of Raju. 

II. Pramila‟s brother is Raju‟s maternal uncle. 

III. Pramila‟s husband is the only son of Manohar. 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only I and III 

(c) Only I and either II or III 

(d) Any two of the three 

(e) Question cannot be answered even with the information in all three statements 

 

Q7. Who amongst Subodh, Neeraj, Tara, Meena and Anil is the first to take the lecture? 

I. Subodh takes lecture before Meena and Neeraj but not before Anil. 

II. Tara is not the first to take the lecture. 

III. Meena is not the last to take the lecture. 

(a) Only I 

(b) Only I and II 

(c) Only I and either II or III 

(d) All I, II and III are necessary 

(e) Question cannot be answered even with the information in all three statements 

 

Q8.What is the code for ‘rope’ in a code language? 

I. „use the rope‟ is written as „nik ta re‟ in the code language. 

II. „rope is straight‟ is written as „pe da ta‟. 

III. „always use rope‟ is written as „ma re ta‟. 
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(a) Only I and II or II and III 

(b) Only I and III 

(c) Only II and III 

(d) All I, II and III are necessary 

(e) Question cannot be answered even with the information in all three statements 

 

Q9. P is in which direction with respect to Q? 

I. M is to the North of R who is to the West of Q. 

II. P is to the East of M. 

III. P is to the North-East of R. 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only III 

(c) Any two of the three 

(d) All I, II and III are necessary  

(e) Question cannot be answered even with the information in all three statements 

 

Q10. What is Sunita’s rank from top in the class of 45 students? 

I. Sunita is five ranks below Samir who is 15th from the bottom. 

II. Radha is 30th from the top and Neeta is 5th from the bottom. 

III. Sunita is exactly in the middle of Radha and Neeta. 

(a) Only I 

(b) Only II and III 

(c) Either only I or only II and III 

(d) Only I and either II or III 

(e) None of these. 

 

Directions (11-15): In each of the following problems, there is one question and three statements I, 

II and III given below the question. You have to decide whether the data given in the statements is 

sufficient to answer the question. Read all the statements carefully and find which of the 

statements is/are sufficient to answer the given question. Choose the correct alternative in each 

question. 

 

Q11. What is Suman's rank from the top in a class of forty 

students? 

I. Suman is 3 ranks below Deepak from the top. 

II. Deepak's rank from the bottom is 23. 

III. Suman is 3 ranks above Deepak from the bottom. 

(a) Any two of the three 

(b) Only I and II 

(c) Only II and III 

(d) All I, II and III 

(e) Only II and either I or III 
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Q12. How is 'DATE' written in the code language? 

I. DEAR is written as $#@? in that code. 

II. TREAT is written as %?#@% in that code. 

III. TEAR is written as %#@? in that code,  

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only II and III 

(c) All I, II and III 

(d) Only I and either II or III 

(e) None of these 

 

Q13. In which year was Sanjay born? 

I. Sanjay is six years older than Gopal. 

II. Gopal's brother was born in 1982. 

III. Sanjay's brother is two years younger than Gopal's brother who was eight years younger than 

Gopal. 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only II and III 

(c) Only I and III 

(d) All I, II and III 

(e) None of these 

 

Q14. Who among Siddhartha, Nikunj, Vipul and Mukul is the youngest? 

I. Vipul is younger than Mukul but older than Siddhartha and Nikunj. 

II. Mukul is the oldest. 

III. Siddhartha is older than Nikunj. 

(a) Only I 

(b) Only I and II 

(c) Only II and III 

(d) Only I and III 

(e) None of these 

 

Q15. How many sons does X have? 

I. Q and U are brothers of T. 

II. R is sister of P and U. 

III. R and T are daughters of X. 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only II and III 

(c) All I, II and HI 

(d) I, II and III together are not sufficient 

(e) None of these 
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Directions (16-20): In each of the following problems, there is one question and three statements I, 

II and III given below the question. You have to decide whether the data given in the statements is 

sufficient to answer the question. Read all the statements carefully and find which of the 

statements is/are sufficient to answer the given question. Choose the correct alternative in each 

question. 

 

Q16. How is Shiv related to Monu? 

I. Prachi is the mother-in-law of Rashmi, who is the wife of Shiv. 

II. Shiv‟s  sister Manisha is the only daughter of Mohit. 

III. Manisha is the sister of Monu, who is son of Mohit. 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only I and III 

(c) Only II and III 

(d) Any two of the three 

(e) All I, II and III are necessary  

 
Q17. P is in which direction with respect to Q? 

I. M is to the North of R who is to the West of Q. 

II. P is to the East of M. 

III. P is to the North-East of R. 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only III 

(c) Any two of the three 

(d) All I, II and III are necessary  

(e) Question cannot be answered even with the information in all three statements 

 
Q18. How is ‘going’ coded in a code language? 

I. „he is going to‟ is coded as “ sx tz xc bq” and “she is going to market” is coded as “ bq tz ys xc ql”. 

II. „he is gone‟ is coded as “xc sx qr” and „home to market‟ is coded as „tz nf ql‟ 

III. „railway station to market‟ is coded as „ly kx tz  ql‟ 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only II and III 

(c) Only I and III 

(d) All I, II and III 

(e) None of these 

 
Q19. Among A, B, C, D and E, who is tallest? 

I. C is taller than B but not as tall as E. 

II. D is shorter than only A and E. 

III. E is not tallest. 

(a) Only I 

(b) Only I and II 

(c) Only II and III 

(d) Only I and III 

(e) All I, II and III 
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Q20. How is M related to N? 

I. L is the only daughter of S, who is the only brother of his sister. 

II. T is the daughter of U, who has two sons S and N. 

III. T is daughter of M, who is mother of L. 

(a) Only I and II 

(b) Only II and III 

(c) All I, II and HI 

(d) I, II and III together are not sufficient 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (21-25): Each of the following questions below consists of a question and two 

statements numbered I and II given below it. You have to decide whether the data provided in the 

statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read both the statements and give answer. 

(a) if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement II 

alone are not sufficient in answer the question. 

(b) if the data in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the question, while the data in statement I 

alone are not sufficient to answer the question. 

(c) if the data in either in statement I alone or in statement II alone are sufficient to answer the 

question. 

(d) if the data in both the statements I and II together are not sufficient to answer the question. 

(e) if the data in both the statements I and II are together necessary to answer the question. 

 

Q21. Who amongst A, B, C, D and E is the tallest? 

I. A is taller than B. E is not the tallest. 

II. C is taller than A. D is not the tallest. 

 

Q22. Who is brother in law of D? 

I. M and Z are brothers of B and E is wife of Z .  

II. D is mother of U and is wife of B‟s brother . 

 

Q23. In which month of the year did Mohit go abroad for a vacation? 

I. Mohit correctly remembers that he went for a vacation in the first half of the year. 

II. Mohit‟s wife correctly remembers that they went for a vacation after 31st March but before 1st May. 

 

Q24. Is P is aunt of M? 

I. A is son of P. A is brother of B. B is daughter of C. F is sister of C. M is daughter of F. 

II. D is father of M. F is mother of M. K is brother of F. K has two children J and R. P is married to K. 

 

Q25. Among V, W, X, Y and Z, seated in a straight line facing south, who sits at the extreme end of 

the row? 

I. W sits second to right of V. Z is not immediate neighbor of Y. 

II. V sits third to left of Y. W sits on the immediate right of X. 
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Directions (26-30): Each of the questions below consists of a question and two statements 

numbered I, II and III given below it. You have to decide whether the data provided in the 

statements are sufficient to answer the question. Read all the three statements and give answer: 

 
Q26. Who among A, B, C, D and E was the first to reach the station? 

I. B reached earlier than E. Neither A nor C was the first one to reach the station. 

II. A reached earlier than both C and E, but could not reach earlier than D, who was at the station 

before B. 

III. C didn‟t reach just after A 

(a) only I and II 

(b) only II and III 

(c) only II 

(d) All are required 

(e) none of these 

 
Q27. On which day of the week did Yogesh arrive? (The week starts from Monday) 

I. Archit correctly remembers that Yogesh did not arrive on Thursday. 

II. Sunil correctly remembers that Yogesh arrived before Saturday but after Tuesday. 
III. Namah remembers that Yogesh did not arrive a day before Saturday. 

(a) only I and II 

(b) only III 

(c) all of them 

(d) Only II 

(e) none of these 

 
Q28. How many students are there between Amar and Anuj in a row of sixty students? 

I. Aman is twentieth from the left end and Amar is five places away from Aman. 

II. Amar is twenty-second from the left end and Anuj is twenty-seventh from the right end. 

III. Anuj sits at an end 

(a) Only I 

(b) Only II 

(c) Only III 

(d) Only I and II 

(e) None of these 

 
Q29. How many pens does A have? 

I. A has 12 pens less than what B have 

II. C has 18 pens more than what B what 

III. D has eight pens, which are forty percent of what B has 

(a) Only I 
(b) Only II 

(c) Both I and II 

(d) Both II or III 

(e) Both I and III 
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Q30. In a five-floor building, on which floor does Mr. Ravi live? (Starting from first floor going up 
to fifth floor)  

I. Mr. Ravi lives exactly above Ram‟s flat, whose flat is exactly above Vinay‟s flat. 
II. Shiva lives on top floor. 
III. Rohan lives exactly above Mr. Ravi‟s flat. Vinay lives on the first floor. 
(a) Only I 
(b) Only II 
(c) Both II and III 
(d) Both I and III 
(e) Data inadequate 
 
Directions (31-33): In making decisions about important questions, it is desirable to be able to 
distinguish between ‘strong’ arguments and ‘weak’ arguments. ‘Strong’ arguments are those 
which are both important and directly related to the question. ‘Weak’ arguments are those which 
are of minor importance and also may not be directly related to the question or may be related to a 
trivial aspect of the question. 

Each question below is followed by three arguments numbered (A), (B) and (C). You have to decide 

which of the arguments is a „strong‟ argument and which is a „weak‟ argument. 
 
Q31. Statement: Should there be a cap on drawing ground water for irrigation purposes in India? 
Arguments: 

(A) No, irrigation is of prime importance for food production in India and it is heavily dependent on 
ground water in many parts of the country. 
(B) Yes, water tables have gone down to alarmingly low levels in some parts of the country where 
irrigation is primarily dependent on groundwater, which may lead to serious environmental 
consequences. 
(C) Yes, India just cannot afford to draw groundwater any further as the international agencies have 
cautioned India against it. 
(a) Only (A) and (B) are strong 
(b) Only (B) and (C) are strong 
(c) Only (A) and (C) are strong 
(d) All (A), (B) and (C) are strong 
(e) None of these 
 
Q32. Statement: Should there be a complete ban on setting up thermal power plants in India? 
Arguments: 

(A) Yes, this is the only way to arrest further addition to environmental pollution. 
(B) No, there is a huge shortage of electricity in most parts of the country and hence generation of 
electricity needs to be augmented. 

(C) No, many developed countries continue to set up thermal power plants in their countries. 
(a) None is strong 
(b) Only (A) is strong 
(c) Only (B) is strong 
(d) Only (C) is strong 
(e) Only either (A) or (B) is strong 
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Q33. Statement: Should there be a restriction on the construction 

of high-rise buildings in big cities in India? 

Arguments: 

(A) No, big cities in India do not have adequate open land plots 

to accommodate the growing population. 

(B) Yes, only the builders and developers benefit from the 

construction of high-rise buildings. 

(C) Yes, the Govt. should first provide adequate infrastructural 

facilities to the existing buildings before allowing the construction 

of new high-rise buildings. 

(a) Only (B) is strong 

(b) Only (C) is strong 

(c) Only (A) and (C) are strong 

(d) Only (A) is strong 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (34-36): In each question below is given a statement followed by three courses of action 

numbered (A), (B) and (C). A course of action is a step or administrative decision to be taken for 

improvement, follow-up or further action in regard to the problem, policy, etc. On the basis of the 

information given in the statement, you have to assume everything in the statement to be true, 

then decide which of the suggested courses of action logically follow(s) for pursuing.  

 

Q34. Statement: A heavy unseasonal downpour during the last two days has paralysed the normal 

life in the state in which five persons were killed but this has provided a huge relief to the problem of 

acute water crisis in the state. 

Courses of action: 

(A) The state government should set up a committee to review the alarming situation. 

(B) The state government should immediately remove all the restrictions on use of potable water in 

all the major cities in the state. 

(C) The state government should send relief supplies to all the affected areas in the state. 

(a) None 

(b) Only (A) 

(c) Only (B) and (C) 

(d) Only (C) 

(e) All (A), (B) and (C) 

 

Q35. Statement: The school dropout rate in many districts in the state has increased sharply during 

the last few years as the parents of these children make them work in the fields owned by others to 

earn enough for them to get at least one meal a day. 

Courses of action: 

(A) The Govt. should put up a mechanism to provide food grains to the poor people in these districts 

through public distribution system to encourage the parents to send their wards to school. 
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(B) The Govt should close down some of these schools in the district and deploy the teachers of these 

schools to nearby schools and also ask remaining students to join these schools. 

(C) Govt. should issue arrest warrants for all the parents who force their children to work in fields 

instead of attending classes. 

(a) Only (A)  

(b) Only (B) 

(c) Only (C) 

(d) Only (A) and (B) 

(e) None of these 

 

Q36. Statement: One aspirant was killed due to stampede while participating in a recruitment drive 

of police constables. 

Courses of action: 

(A) The officials in charge of the recruitment process should immediately be suspended. 

(B) A team of officials should be asked to find out the circumstances which led to the death of the 

aspirant and submit its report within a week. 

(C) The Govt. should ask the home department to stagger the number of aspirants over more number 

of days to avoid such incidents in future. 

(a) Only (A) 

(b) Only (B) 

(c) Only (C) 

(d) Only (B) and (C) 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (37-39): In each question below is given a statement followed by two assumptions 

numbered I and II. An assumption is something supposed or taken for granted. You have to 

consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumptions is 

implicit in the statement. 

Given answer 

(a) if only Assumption I is implicit. 

(b) if only Assumption II is implicit. 

(c) if either assumption I or Assumption II is implicit. 

(d) if neither Assumption I nor Assumption II is implicit. 

(e) if both Assumptions I and II are implicit. 

 

Q37. Statement: The highway police authority put up large boards at regular intervals indicating the 

speed limit and dangers of over-speeding on the highways. 

Assumptions:  

I. Most of the motorists may drive their vehicles within the speed limit on the highways. 

II. Motorists generally ignore such cautions and over-speed on the highways. 
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Q38. Statement: The sarpanch of the village called a meeting of 

all the heads of the families to discuss the problem of acute 

shortage of drinking water in the village. 

Assumptions:  

I. The sarpanch had earlier called such meetings to discuss about 

various problems. 

II. Most of the heads of families may attend the meeting called 

by the sarpanch. 

 

Q39. Statement: The municipal corporation advised all the 

people living in the shanties along the beaches to move to higher 

places during monsoon. 

Assumptions:  

I. Many people living in the shanties may leave the city and relocate themselves elsewhere in the 

state. 

II. Majority of the people living in the shanties along the beach may try to relocate to higher places 

during monsoon. 

 

Directions (40-42): Below in each question are given two statements (A) and (B). These statements 

may be either independent causes or may be effects of independent causes or of a common cause. 

One of these statements may be the effect of the other statement. Read both the statements and 

decide which of the following answer choices correctly depicts the relationship between these two 

statements. 

Mark answer 

(a) if statement (A) is the cause and statement (B) is its effect. 

(b) if statement (B) is the cause and statement (A) is its effect. 

(c) if both the statement (A) and (B) are independent causes. 

(d) if both the statements (A) and (B) are effects of independent causes. 

(e) if both the statements (A) and (B) are effects of some common cause. 

 

Q40. A. State Govt has ordered immediate ban on airing of certain movie channels on television. 

B. A few social activists have come together and demanded ban on telecasting „Adult‟ movies on 

television. 

 

Q41. A. Government has tightened security checks at all important places and also at various public 

places. 

B. Incidences of terrorist attacks are increasing day by day. 

 

Q42. A. There is an outbreak of several epidemics in the country. 

B. There was a worst flood situation ever experienced in the past in most parts of the country. 
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Q43. The condition of the roads in the city has deteriorated considerably during the first two months 

of monsoon and most of the roads have developed big potholes.  

Which of the following can be a possible effect of the above cause? 

(a) The municipal corporation had repaired all the roads in the city before the onset of monsoon with 

good quality material. 

(b) A large number of people have developed spine-related injuries after regularly commuting long 

distances by road within the city. 

(c) The municipal corporation has been careful in choosing the contractors for repairing roads in the 

past. 

(d) People always complain about potholed roads during the monsoon months. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q44. It has been reported in many leading newspapers that the current year‟s monsoon may be below 

the expected level as many parts of the country are still not getting adequate rainfall. 

Which of the following can be a possible fallout of the above situation? 

(a) People from those affected areas with less rainfall may migrate to urban areas. 

(b) Govt. may announce ex gratia payment to all the farmers affected in these areas. 

(c) Govt. may declare these areas as drought-affected. 

(d) People may blame the govt. and agitate for not getting adequate water for cultivation. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q45. A few travelers were severely beaten up by villagers recently in a remote rural part of the state 

as the villagers found the movement of the travelers suspicious. The district authority has sent a 

police team to nab the culprits.  

Which of the following inferences can be drawn from the above statement? (An inference is 

something which is not directly stated but can be inferred from the given facts.) 

(a) The villagers dislike the presence of strangers in their vicinity. 

(b) Villagers are generally suspicious in nature. 

(c) Travellers prefer to visit countryside. 

(d) The govt generally provides protection to travelers across the country. 

(e) None of these 

 

Q46. Cause: All the major rivers in the state have been flowing way over the danger level for the past 

few weeks. Which of the following is/are possible effect (s) of the above cause? 

(A) Many villages situated near the riverbanks are submerged, forcing the residents to flee. 

(B) Government has decided to provide alternate shelter to all the affected villagers residing near the 

river banks. 

(C) The entire state has been put on high flood alert. 

(a) Only (A) 

(b) Only (A) and (B) 

(c) Only (B) and (C) 

(d) All (A), (B) and (C) 

(e) None of these 
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Q47. Effect: At least 20 school children were seriously injured while going for a school picnic during 
the weekend. 
Which of the following can be a probable cause of the above effect? 
(a) The teacher accompanying the school children fell ill during the journey. 
(b) The bus in which the children were travelling met with an accident while taking turn on the main 
highway. 
(c) The driver of the bus in which the children were travelling did not report after the break at the 
halting place on their journey. 
(d) The school authority banned all school picnics for the next six months with immediate effect. 
(e) None of these 
 
Directions (48-49): Below in each question are given two statements I and II. These statements may 
be either independent causes or may be effects of independent causes. One of these statements 
may be the effect of the other statement. Read both the statements and decide which of the 
following answer choices correctly depicts the relationship between these two statements. 

Mark answer (a): if statement I is the cause and statement II is its effect. 
Mark answer (b): if statement II is the cause and statement I is its effect. 
Mark answer (c): if both the statements I and II are independent causes. 
Mark answer (d): if both the statements I and II are effects of independent causes. 
Mark answer (e): if both the statements are effects of some common cause. 
 
Q48. I. The public sector telecom service provider reduced the monthly rental substantially with 

immediate effect. 
II. All the private sector telecom service providers have reduced their charges last week. 
 
Q49. I. Police resorted to lathi-charge to disperse the unlawful gathering of large number of people. 
II. The citizens‟ forum called a general strike in protest against the police atrocities. 
 
Directions (50): Each question below is followed by three arguments numbered I, II and III. You 
have to decide which of the arguments is a ‘strong’ argument and which is a ‘weak’ argument. 

 
Q50. Statement: Should the Government impose restrictions on access to sensitive information to the 
journalists to avoid the media hype? 
Arguments: 

I. Yes, the media creates hype and publishes distorted information 
all times. 
II. No, journalists should have an access to all the information as 
media is the best source to expose the malfunctions in the society. 
III. Yes, at times it leads to harassment of those who are affected 
and alleged to be involved in the crisis. 
(a) All I, II and III are strong 
(b) Only I and II are strong 
(c) Only II and III are strong 
(d) Only II is strong 
(e) None is strong 
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